Model M1200
Standard Rebreathing Floor Stand
Veterinary Anesthesia Machine

The M1200 is our most popular anesthesia machine!
Industry leading ten year warranty!

The Supera M1200 comes with these features:

- Patented safety pop off valve - it saves patient lives!
- 0-4 lpm oxygen flow meter with mechanical stop control
- Oxygen flush with safety restrictor and button shield
- CO2 absorber with easy change “One Seal” canister
- Dual DISS O2 supply with check valves
- Easy to use non-rebreathing circuit common outlet
- Syringe holder (for inflating E/T cuffs)
- Stainless steel I.V. Pole

Breathing circuits and bags included:

- Adult Unilimb rebreathing circuit
- Pediatric Unilimb rebreathing circuit
- Non-rebreathing circuit
- 0.5, 1, 2, 3 liter heavy duty bags

Note: Shown with optional Isoflurane Vaporizer & E-Tank Manifold
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Options & Accessories

Also available with our deluxe stand
P/N M1250
*shown with optional vaporizer and dual e-tank manifold

Smaller foot print, but even more stable!
Features:
18” square footprint
Optional dual e-tank manifold available

Non-rebreathing
P/N M1000 (pole stand)
P/N M1050 (deluxe stand)
*shown with optional vaporizer and dual e-tank manifold

Universal Control Arm
P/N MA2013
For safer non-rebreathing procedures
Features:
Precision manometer to safely measure pressure
Uses standard 22mm neck rebreathing bags
Industry standard 22mm “Bain” circuit port
Patented safety pressure relief valve
Adapts to most anesthesia machines with optional mounting brackets

Includes: 60” long Bain circuit and Supera 1 liter heavy duty rebreathing bag